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About This Game

The year 2020 has arrived. A herd of fuckin' ugly reptilians are rushing from the outer space. Crime rate skyrocketed! United
States of America is ruined!

Therefore, The American government called Chin's grandson "Chin Jr." for the massacre of the reptilians. Chin Jr. is a killer
machine. Wipe out all 12 billion of the green scum!

However, in Washington D.C. there was a secret project in progress! A project to transform the President of the United States
into an ultimate weapon!

Game features

 Intense top down shooting action across America, sea and space

 Put your kung-fu skills to test against an endless alien invasion

 Compete for fame on the leaderboards

 5000 Steam achievements to earn

Decorate your profile
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 The achievements have alphabet icons consisting of 24 different fonts in 8 colors each
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First of all can anyone tell me why I get lag running a point a click game from 2003? Because I shouldn't be every single time I
need to change location. Anyway... if you dont want my reasons why just play the other three games because theyre great but
this one is awful

Pros:
-I guess its technically a Pajama Sam game

-Collectibles like the other games

Cons:
- Completely different voice. Not even close

- No replayability. Its got one path through and then the same path through where the only thing changes is that the game makes
you have to get one of the items last (the same item each time, mind you) instead of any order you want. So thats 2 play
throughs. Maybe

-As soon as you get into the actual game part you have to listen to a 3 or 4 minute song sung by a sock about wanting to be
cleaned and go back into the drawer. Yeah, you can skip scenes but ...

-Glitchy. Another thing that shouldnt happen in a 2003 point and click but it does. One time I decided to I skip the Sock Song I
just mentioned and picked him up. Fine. But then when I went into the next area it glitched out, played the song anyway, except
I could still hear Sam moving around in the background when I clicked. THEN to make it worse he started talking to a
completely different character, the other sock, when I was nowhere near there. All of this while the sock song was playing. It
finally ended and the screen flashed to where I was when the song started, to the character it thought I was talking to, and then to
where Sam ended up walking to during the song (the lake)

-There's no villain in this game? In the other ones it makes sense like oh, you're trying to fight darkness because you're scared of
him but it turns out he's scared of you. In this game nothing has anything to do with anything. Not to spoil the exact ending but
one random character steals your book because  no reason  and puts it in a  random as hell  place and  is never mentioned again 
so like thats nice storytelling.  And then you go get it no problem and leave going "huh, maybe i should clean my room" as if
that even mattered anymore . WATCH OUT BEFORE BUYING !!!

You may not be able to launch this game AT ALL.
You'll receive the message "Resident Evil 5 has stopped working"
And then you will crash to desktop!
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This title also caries lingering Games for Windows Life (GFWL) attachments (stupid!).

I bought this game some while ago and have never been able to play it. There needs to be a clear guide on how to launch this
title on Steam. The forum is vague and ultimately ineffective with 10 different people coming up with 10 different "solutions".
Support from the devs is nowhere to be found.

I had to keep the stupid "Resident Evil 5 has stopped working" box open for 5 minutes
to write this stupid review. Booo!

You may try your luck, but BE WARNED.. This game has a few flaws in it where romaji or kanji need to be corrected. In my
opinion, this game is best for those who know kana at the very least. I sought out this game to refresh my memory on kana and
broaden my kanji.

If you do not know basic kana, this game is not good for you to start with unless you're good at looking at a chart and
memorizing from there. I'd recommend looking online to learn stroke order if you care about writing. If not and you have an
iOS device, download the 'Japanese!' app for basic kana and other basics of the Japanese language.

Overall for this game, I find its simplicity to be rather great despite the bugs I've noticed here and there.

I wish, however, that this game took more of a flashcard approach but I can't complain too much as a learner!
. For an indie game on a low budget, I appreciate the developers in creating a solid atmosphere. The location and sound effects
in this game were definitely good although the same rooms and textures started to get a little mundane after a while. But it was
just a minor issue.
Now over to the actual game, the enemies are very limited and in some areas there can be a little bit of frustration as you start to
get past them only to be caught up at the very last. In my playthrough, I also encountered glitches in which enemies got stuck in
a walking animation on the current path on which I had to go and was unable to progress forward. Through sheer dumb luck I
succeeded which really broke my immersion level in the game. Also, I encountered low FPS in many areas of the game even
though I meet the game's recommended requirements by a lot. On reading in the forums, I discovered that everyone is having a
difference experience in terms of performance in this game.
Aside from all that the game is definitely playable once if you are a fan of jump scares and indie horrors. There are also notably
three good monster encounters in the game which will keep you on the edge of your seat and tensed. Aside from that its just
walking and soaking in the atmosphere of the game.
For a startup game, the developers did a good job and I hope that in their next game, they are able to improve it by fixing the
performance issues and lowering the predictability of enemy encounters.
My rating- 6/10.. Great its a need to have.. Be cautious if you have an AMD graphics card. I had an issue that caused a lot of
sprites to be distorted to the point where it was borderline unplayable.

https://steamuserimages-a.akamaihd.net/ugc/924812134238438164/026C64098DFFF0AD851487625288012C8ABEC3F4/

Shame because it looks like the first IF game that's worth a damn, but I can't get past the lovecraftian abominations on my
screen long enough to enjoy it.. Excellent retro action with modern bling and a pounding soundtrack.

It's Gyruss for the modern age, but with less JS Bach.

The game doesn't have controller support (yet) but works well with a keyboard.
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Excellent, very underrated game. I think a lot of people dislike it for two main reasons:
-You actually need to think about where your projectile will go, rather than a lot of games where you just point and click to kill
enemies
-And that the gameplay is repetitive.

But think about this.
TF2. Overwatch. Nearly every multiplayer objective-based shooter ever.
They're all extremely repetitive, even more so than this.
What difference does it make if you're fighting AI that isn't actually brain-damaged for once rather than people?
If this was multiplayer rather than singleplayer, literally nobody would complain about the repetitiveness. And that bothers me.
And that is why this only has 57% positive reviews.

The gameplay might be the same but there are very varied maps and a wide variety of environments, more than can be said for
some online multiplayer shooters.

You move a bit slow, but you can solve that by being patient. The power shards are a ♥♥♥♥♥ to collect in big enough numbers
to do anything significant, but that stops you blazing through the levels with ease. Some of the maps are confusing as hell to
navigate, but it was the dev's decision to add in a maze-y aspect to some of the maps. I don't have a problem with it, it just takes
me longer.. Great tower defense. Playing in VR lets you feel like youre in the middle of the action adding alot more excitement
than tradition TD games. Already can tell its gonna be a favorite of mine for awhile. The negative review Im seeing is coming
from someone who's either a troll or simply didnt play enough to give a reliable review as none of his gripes make any sense to
someone who's played the game more than 5 minutes or has basic reading skills.. bought this game as a joke and wanted to see if
it was a horror game. its not its a really bad rythm game. Had a chance to play the Alpha a long time ago. It has improved a lot!

The game was a bit hard to start but lots of depth!. By far the BEST game. Car takes 1 minute to start, sometimes you can't buy
guns, and multiplayer is disabled. I am praying for a sequel.

20/10
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